
GENERAL STUDIES COURSE PROPOSAL COVER FORM 
(ONE COURSE PER FORM) 

 
 

1.)  DATE:  1 March 2018  2.)  COMMUNITY COLLEGE:  Maricopa Co. Comm. College District 
3.)   
COURSE PROPOSED: Prefix: WST  Number: 209  Title: WOMEN AND FILMS  Credits: 3 
 
CROSS LISTED WITH: Prefix: HUM  Number: 209; Prefix:        Number:      ; Prefix:        Number:      ; 
 

Prefix:        Number:      ; Prefix:        Number:      ; Prefix:        Number:       
4.)  COMMUNITY COLLEGE INITIATOR: DONNA THOMPSON    PHONE: 480.857.5534 
 FAX: Email: donna.thompson@cgc.edu 
ELIGIBILITY: Courses must have a current Course Equivalency Guide (CEG) evaluation.  Courses evaluated as NT (non-transferable are 
not eligible for the General Studies Program. 

MANDATORY REVIEW: 
 

 The above specified course is undergoing Mandatory Review for the following Core or Awareness Area (only one area is permitted; if a 
course meets more than one Core or Awareness Area, please submit a separate Mandatory Review Cover Form for each Area). 
 
POLICY: The General Studies Council (GSC) Policies and Procedures requires the review of previously approved community college 
courses every five years, to verify that they continue to meet the requirements of Core or Awareness Areas already assigned to these 
courses. This review is also necessary as the General Studies program evolves. 
AREA(S) PROPOSED COURSE WILL SERVE:  A course may be proposed for more than one core or awareness area.  Although a course 
may satisfy a core area requirement and an awareness area requirement concurrently, a course may not be used to satisfy requirements in 
two core or awareness areas simultaneously, even if approved for those areas.  With departmental consent, an approved General Studies 
course may be counted toward both the General Studies requirements and the major program of study. 
5.) PLEASE SELECT EITHER A CORE AREA OR AN AWARENESS AREA: 
Core Areas:   Select core area... Awareness Areas:   Cultural Diversity in the United States (C) 
6.) On a separate sheet, please provide a description of how the course meets the specific criteria in the area for which the course 
is being proposed.  
7.) DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED 

Course Description 
Course Syllabus 
Criteria Checklist for the area 
Table of Contents from the textbook required and list of required readings/books 
Description of how course meets criteria as stated in item 6. 

8.)  THIS COURSE CURRENTLY TRANSFERS TO ASU AS: 
 DECWSH, WSTprefix  
 Elective 

 
Current General Studies designation(s): C, HU 
 
Effective date: 2018 Spring  Course Equivalency Guide 
 
Is this a multi-section course?                  yes     no 
 
Is it governed by a common syllabus?       yes     no 
 
Chair/Director: DONNA M. THOMPSON INSTRUCTIONAL COUNCIL CHAIR    
 Chair/Director Signature: Donna M. Thompson 
 
AGSC Action:   Date action taken:             Approved  Disapproved 
 

 
 
    



Arizona State University Criteria Checklist for 
 

CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE UNITED STATES [C] 
 
 

Rationale and Objectives 
 
The contemporary "culture" of the United States involves the complex interplay of many different cultures 
that exist side by side in various states of harmony and conflict.  The history of the United States involves 
the experiences not only of different groups of European immigrants and their descendants but also of 
diverse groups, including, but not limited to, American Indians, Latinos, African Americans, and Asian 
Americans--all of whom played significant roles in the development of contemporary culture and together 
shape the future of the United States.  At the same time, the recognition that gender, class, and religious 
differences cut across all distinctions of race and ethnicity offers an even richer variety of perspectives 
from which to view ourselves.  Awareness of our cultural diversity and its multiple sources can illuminate 
our collective past, present, and future and can help us to achieve greater mutual understanding and respect. 
 
The objective of the Cultural Diversity requirement is to promote awareness and appreciation of cultural 
diversity within the contemporary United States through the study of the cultural, social, or scientific 
contributions of women and minority groups, examination of their experiences in the U.S., or exploration 
of successful or unsuccessful interactions between and among cultural groups. 
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Proposer:  Please complete the following section and attach appropriate documentation. 
 

ASU--[C] CRITERIA 
 CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE UNITED STATES 

YES NO  
Identify 
Documentation 
Submitted 

 
1.  A Cultural Diversity course must meet the following general  
     criteria: 
 

      

  
            The course must contribute to an understanding of 

cultural diversity in contemporary U.S. Society. 
 

Course Description 
Course Competencies 

Course Outline 
Readings and Texbook 

Contents 

 2.   A Cultural Diversity course must then meet at least one of              
  the following specific criteria:  

      

  

a.  The course is an in-depth study of culture-specific 
elements, cultural experiences, or cultural contributions 
(in areas such as education, history, language, literature, 
art, music, science, politics, work, religion, and 
philosophy) of gender*, racial, ethnic and/or linguistic 
minority groups** within the United States.  

 

Sample Syllabi 
Texbook Contents and 

Other Readings 
Sample Assignments 

  
b. The course is primarily a comparative study of the 

diverse cultural contributions, experiences, or world 
views of two or more gender*, racial, ethnic and/or 
linguistic minority groups** within the United States. 

 

Sample Assignments 
Readings 

  

c. The course is primarily a study of the social, economic, 
political, or psychological dimensions of relations 
between and among gender*, racial, ethnic and/or 
linguistic minority groups** within the United States. 

. 
*Gender groups would encompass categories such as the 
following: women, men, lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgender 
individuals, etc. 
 
**Cultural, racial, ethnic, and/or linguistic minority groups in the 
U.S. would include categories such as the following:  Latinos, 
African Americans, Native Americans/First Peoples, Asian 
Americans, Jewish Americans, Muslim Americans, members of 
the deaf community, etc.  

 
 

Sample Syllabi 
Texbook Contents and 

Other Readings 
Sample Assignments 
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Course Prefix Number Title General Studies 

Designation 
HUM/WST 209 Women and Films C (Cultural) 

 
 
 
Explain in detail which student activities correspond to the specific designation criteria. 
Please use the following organizer to explain how the criteria are being met. 
 

Criteria (from checksheet) How course meets spirit 
(contextualize specific 

examples in next column) 

Please provide detailed 
evidence of how course 

meets criteria (i.e., where in 
syllabus) 

Example-See 2b. Compares 2 
U.S.  cultures  

Example-Compares Latino & 
African American Music 

Example-See Syllabus Pg. 5 

1. Course contributes to an 
understanding of diversity in 
contemporary US society. 

The course studies 
representaitons of women and 
women's cinematic productions 
from 1890 through the present 
time. The course focuses on 
women within an intersectional 
framework which also deals with 
race, class, sexuality, cultural 
identity, etc. The course draws 
upon films created by a variety of 
women from different eras, 
backgrounds, regions, and 
countries to explore the 
compexity of women's lives. The 
films themselves also examine 
the lives of women from a cross-
sectional group of the US and 
global populations 
. 

MCCD Course Description 
 
MCCD Course Competencies: 
2-9 
 
MCCD Course Outline: I-VII 
 
Syllabus: 
-Article Summary 1: The Status 
of Women in U.S. Media 
 
-Discussion Board: Miss 
Representation 
 
-Article Summary 14: The 
Bechdel Test is Fine Just the 
Way It Is 
 
-Discussion Board (Final 
Project): The Bechdel Test 
 

2a Provides an in-depth study of 
culture-specific elements, cultural 
experiences, and cultural 
contributions 

This course explores the 
cinematic contributions of 
women as directors, writers, 
actors, and theorists. 
 
Moving-image media have been 
one of the most distinctive 
innovations and experiences of 
the past century. In today’s 
media-dependent culture, 
developing a critical 
understanding and a historical 
knowledge of media forms is 
vital. The study of film provides 

Canvas Course Modules: 
-Representations of Women 
-Feminism & Film 
-Women Who Kick Butt 
-The Disney Princess 
-Global Cinema & Women 
-The Women's Movement in 
1960s & 1970s 
-Women of Color & Film 
-Women & Horror 
-Wonder Woman 
-Transgender Representations in 
Film 
-Body Image 
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an understanding of the history, 
theory, language, and social and 
cultural aspects of a society; 
introduces research and analytical 
methods; teaches video 
production approaches; and 
encourages cross-cultural 
comparison of film form, 
histories, audiences, and 
institutions. This course focuses 
on critical approaches to films 
with women in them, about 
women and made by women in a 
range of historical periods, 
national production contexts, and 
styles: mainstream and 
independent, narrative, 
documentary, video art, and 
experimental. 
 
The course not only critiques 
cinema as an art form but also as 
a medium through which 
changing societal beliefs and 
responses to social, political, and 
cultural movements can be 
examined.   

-Comedy & Feminism 
-Lesbian Representations in 
Film 
-The Bechdel Test  
 
Syllabus: 
-Article Summary 5: 
"Mustang": A Feminist Fairy 
Tale Sticks It to the Turkish 
Patriarchy 
 
-Discussion Board: Mustang 
 
-Article Summary 6: The 
1960s-70s American Feminist 
Movement: Breaking Down 
Barriers for Women 
 
-Article Summary 9: Wonder 
Woman Isn't the Perfect 
Feminist Film But It's a Big 
Step Forward For Womankind 
 
-Discussion Board: Southern 
Comfort 
 
-Article Summary 12: A Seth 
Rogan Movie Is Somehow the 
Wokest, Most Feminist Movie 
of the Year So Far 
 

2b The course is primarily a 
comparative study of the diverse 
cultural contributions, 
experiences, or world views of 
two or more gender, racial, 
ethnic, and/or linguistic minority 
groups within the US 

This course typically involves the 
study of multiple world and 
theoretical views. The course 
emphasizes the application of  
theory and philosophy, and 
examines the intersections of 
word, image, and sound in 
multiple media. The 
approachcrosses disciplinary 
boundaries of humanistic and 
social-scientific 
fields to pursue cross-disciplinary 
and cross-cultural problems. 
Course content compels students 
to articulate the ways in which 
cinema and popular culture both 
shape and are shaped by the 
forces of time, space, 
matter, and society. This is done 
through an exploration of films 
by women from minority groups, 
as well as looking at how these 
depictions compare with those 
created by the dominant culture.  
 

Syllabus: 
-Article Summary 2: Feminist 
Film Theory  
 
-Discussion Board: Moana 
 
-Discussion Board: She's 
Beautiful When She's Angry 
 
-Discussion Board: Mad Max 
Fury Road 
 
-Discussion Board: Wonder 
Woman 
 
-Discussion Board: Neighbors 
2-- Sorority Rising 
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2c Studies social, economic, 
political and psychological 
dimensions of relations between 
and among gender, racial, ethnic, 
and/or linguistic minority groups 

Examines women's media 
production in relation to the 
social, historical, and ethnic 
context in which they were 
created. It also deals with the 
intersectional nature of women's 
experiences as gendered, ethnic 
beings and with representations 
of those layered identities.  
 
Course readings address 
questions of authorship and 
aesthetics, spectatorship and 
reception, image and gaze, race, 
sexual, and national identity, and 
current politics. This course 
addresses the historical, cultural, 
representational, and theoretical 
specificities of women through 
examining how visual 
productions deal with questions 
of race and ethnicity, gender and 
sexuality, nationality and 
globalization from the space of an 
outsider. Some of the questions 
we consider in this course are: 
How does this experience mark 
the aesthetics and politics of the 
artistic process? How do real-life 
communities interact with their 
representations? What reception 
do women have of how they are 
depicted? How do these 
reprensentations and their 
reception change when the artistic 
productions are crafted by 
women? 
  
The examination of culture and 
cultural productions is an 
important aspect to our 
discussions of women's 
experiences both from the 
perspective of the sociological 
imagination (gender as a social 
construct) and with respect to 
how we can begin to dismantle 
systems of oprression, 

Syllabus: 
-Discussion Board: Thelma & 
Louise 
 
-Article Summary 3: Mad Max: 
Fury Road is the Feminist 
Action Flick You've Been 
Waiting For 
 
-Article Summary 4: Moana and 
a Look at the Evolution of the 
Disney Princess 
 
-Article Summary 7: 'Middle of 
Nowhere's' Director Helping to 
Redefine Black Indie Films 
 
-Discussion Board: Middle of 
Nowhere 
 
-Article Summary 8: Why 'The 
Babadook' Is The Feminist 
Horror Film of the Year 
 
-Discussion Board: The 
Babadook 
 
-Article Summary 10: What 
Transgender Looks Like in Pop 
Culture 
 
-Article Summary 11: To the 
Bone: As someone who 
suffered from anorexia, here's 
my take on the Netflix film 
 
-Discussion Board: To the Bone 
 
-Article Summary 13: Not (Just) 
Another Queer Movie 
 
-Discussion Board: Pariah 
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reconceptualize culture, 
recocognize/appreciate diversity, 
and create a vision for a more 
equitable society.  
 

 



 

Women and Films 
Course: WST209 
 
First Term: 2018 Spring 
Final Term: Current 

Lecture   3.0 Credit(s)   3.0 Period(s)   3.0 Load   
Course Type: Academic 
Load Formula: S 

 

Description: Analysis of images of women in films from both historical and 
contemporary perspectives.  

Requisites: Prerequisites: None. 
 
Course Attributes: 
General Education Designation: Cultural Diversity - [C] 
General Education Designation: Humanities and Fine Arts - [HU] 

Cross-References: HUM209 
 

MCCCD Official Course Competencies 
1. Explain the principles of feminist film theory. (I)  
2. Describe representative images of women on the screen and behind the scenes 
during the 1890s-1920s. (II)  
3. Discuss the concept of film noir and femme fetale in relation to the stereotyped roles 
of women during the Dark Decades (1930s-1950s). (III)  
4. Describe the influences of the Feminist Movement on images of women during the 
1960s-1970s. (IV)  
5. Analyze images and stereotypes of women of color in film. (V)  
6. Analyze images and stereotypes of lesbians in film. (V)  
7. Describe the increased visibility and acceptance of non-traditional roles of women in 
film-making during the 1980s-present. (VI)  
8. Distinguish between feminist and non-feminist themes and techniques in film. 
(I,II,III,IV,V,VI,VII)  
9. Identify significant writers, actors, directors, producers, and critics of each period 
discussed. (I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII)  
10. Apply theoretical and critical skills to film analysis in coherent and logical written 
critiques. (I,II,III,IV,V,VI,VII) 

  
MCCCD Official Course Outline 

I. Theories of Film and Feminism  

http://www.maricopa.edu/academic/ccta/


   A. Essentialists  
   B. Radical Feminists  
   C. Cultural Feminists  
   D. The French School  
   E. The American School  
II. Silents, Silence, and Sound--1890s Through 1920s  
   A. Selected Writers, Directors, Actors  
   B. Representative Film  
III. The Dark Decades--1930s and 1950s  
   A. Selected Writers, Directors, Actors  
   B. Representative Films  
IV. First Wave of Feminism (1960s-1970s)  
   A. Selected Writers, Directors, Actors  
   B. Representative Films  
V. Invisibility and Woman as Other  
   A. Race and Ethnicity  
   B. Sexuality  
   C. Representative Films  
VI. The New Woman`s Film (The 1980s-present)  
   A. Selected Writers, Directors, Actors  
   B. Representative Films  
VII. Look Back in Gender  
   A. Critics and Criticism 

  

MCCCD Governing Board Approval Date: 2/28/1995 
 

 
 

All information published is subject to change without notice. Every effort has been made to ensure 
the accuracy of information presented, but based on the dynamic nature of the curricular process; 
course and program information is subject to change in order to reflect the most current information 
available. 
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